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By using the method of Mellin transforms, developments into rapidly converging




` `cos nt sin nt
f t s and g t s , 1 .  .  . r rr rn nns1 ns1
in which r ) 1, arise frequently when the solutions of various boundary
value problems are expressed in the form of infinite series. The case r s 1
.is summable by elementary functions. Because r ) 1, the two series
 .converge for all t. The series g t is sometimes called Clausen's function2
w x  .  .1, Sect. 27.8 . The functions f t and g t for integral r are related to ther r
w xpolylogarithm functions studied by Lewin 6 .
 .When r is ``small,'' the rate of convergence of the series 1 is often
unacceptably slow. I have often been asked by students and others to help
them by speeding up the convergence of these series. To this goal, I have
derived two convergent series valid as t ª 0q which are numerically
effective for ``small'' t.
Recently I communicated these formulas to K. M. Dempsey, D. Liu, and
w xJ. P. Dempsey, who quoted them in 4 . Unfortunately, I introduced a
typographically small but numerically significant error by including a
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 . j w  .  .xspurious factor y1 which persisted in print in 4, 17 and 18 , and
which led to erroneous numerical comparisons being presented there.
Boersma and Dempsey discovered by error and published corrections to
w xthe formulas in 3 . They also derived expansions for functions equivalent
 .  .to f t and g t when r is an integer.r r
I present here essentially my original derivations of the expansions}of
course, with the appropriate corrections}by the method of Mellin trans-
forms, which succeeds equally well whether or not r is an integer.
2. MELLIN REPRESENTATIONS
 . w  . x  . w  . xLet F s s M f t ; s and G s s M g t ; s be the Mellin transforms.r r r r
If 0 - R s - 1, then
`` `1
sy1 sy1F s s t f t dt s t cos nt dt .  . H Hr r rn0 0ns1
1` 1 G s cos p s p s . 2s s G s z s q r cos , 2 .  .  . r sn n 2ns1
 .where z s q r is the Riemann zeta function. Similarly, if y1 - R s - 1,
then
p s
G s s G s z r q s sin . 3 .  .  .  .r 2
If 0 - c - 1, then the Mellin inversion formula gives
1 p scqi` ysf t s t G s z s q r cos ds 4 .  .  .  .Hr 2p i 2cyi`
when t ) 0. Similarly, if y1 - c - 1, then
1 p scqi` ysg t s t G s z s q r sin ds, 5 .  .  .  .Hr 2p i 2cyi`
again when t ) 0.
3. THE EXPANSIONS
 .  .  .Take the case of f t as expressed by 4 }the case of g t is almostr r
identical. Let C be the rectangular contour with corners at c " iT andN, T
1yN y " iT , where N 4 r. Consider the integral2
1 p s
yst s z s q r cos ds. 6 .  .  .H2p i 2CN , T
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< ys < ys  p T r2 .On the top side, s s s q iT and t s t . Also, cos p sr2 s O e
 .  sy1r2 yp T r2 .and, by Stirling's formula, G s s O T e , both as T ª `. Using
w x  .  ms , r . .the estimates given in 10, Sect. 13.51 , z s q r s O T log T , where
1¡ y s y r if s F yr ,2
11r2 if yr F s F y r ,2~m s , r s 7 .  .
11 y s y r if y r F s F 1 y r ,2¢
0 if 1 y r F s .
 ys sy1r2qms , r . .The integrand on the top side is therefore O t T log T ,
where
yr if s F yr ,¡
1s if yr F s F y r ,2~s y 1r2 q m s , r s 8 .  .11r2 y r if y r F s F 1 y r ,2¢s y 1r2 if 1 y r F s .
The s y 1r2 at the very end is troublesome, so we restrict 0 - c - 1r2.
Then the exponent of T will always be negative, justifying letting T ª `.
 .The contribution to the integral 6 from the top side will vanish in the
limit and, by reflection, so will that from the bottom side. Hence, we find
that
1 p syNy1r2qi` ysf t s residues q t G s z s q r cos ds, 9 .  .  .  . Hr 2p i 2yNy1r2yi`
where the sum is taken over the residues at all poles of the integrand with
real part between yN y 1r2 and c. There is an analogous representation
1 p syNy1r2qi` ysg t s residues q t G s z s q r sin ds, .  .  . Hr 2p i 2yNy1r2yi`
10 .
where the sum is taken over the residues at all poles of the integrand with
real part between yN y 1r2 and c.
 .  .The remainder integrals in 9 and 10 have simple estimates. Putting
< ys < Nq1r2s s yN y 1r2 q iT , y` - T - `, we find that t s t and that
 .  .  yr .  .  .both G s z s q r cos p sr2 s O T log T and G s z s q r sin p sr2 s
 yr .O T log T . Hence the remainder integrals converge and the remainders
 Nq1r2 .  N .are O t s o t as t ª 0q.
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 .  .It is simpler to calculate the residues for f t and g t together fromr r
ys  .  . p i sr2the function t G s z s q r e . Start by supposing that r is not an
integer. Then there is a simple pole at s s 1 y r from the z-factor, and
the residue there is
1y1 yr . p i1yr .r2 ry1 yp i rr2t G 1 y r e ? s it G 1 y r e . 11 .  .  .1
The G-factor has residues at s s yk of value
ky1 z r y k .  . kk yp i k r2t z r y k e s it , 12 .  .  .
k! k!
whence
f t q ig t s it ry1G 1 y r eyp i rr2 .  .  .r r
N z r y k . k Nq1r2q it q O t . 13 .  .  . k!ks0
If r is an integer, then there is a double pole at s s 1 y r. If s s 1 y r q
s , then
1
ys ry1t s t 1 q s log q ??? , 14 . /t
1 1
z s q r s z 1 q s s q g q ??? s 1 q gs q ??? , 15 .  .  .  .
s s
p
G s s G 1 y r q s s .  .
G r y s sin p r y s .  .
ry11 y1 . w xs 1 q c r s q ??? ? 1 q ??? , 16 .  .
r y 1 ! s .
p i
p i sr2 p i1yr .r2 p is r2 p i1yr .r2e s e e s e 1 q s q ??? . 17 .
2
 .  .  .In the preceding equations, g is Euler's constant and c r s G9 r rG r .
Therefore, the residue at s s 1 y r, with r ) 1 a positive integer, is
ry1 p i1yr .r2 ry1y1 re t 1 p i .
log q c r q g q . 18 .  .
r y 1 ! t 2 .
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Now we can write down the expansions sought. If r ) 1 is not an integer,
then
N z r y k . kry1 yip rr2 Nq1r2f t q ig t s it G 1yr e q it q O t . .  .  .  .  .r r k!ks0
19 .
 .If r ) 1 is an integer, then the initial term on the right of 19 is confluent
with the summand corresponding to k s r y 1. We find the expansion
ry1 ip 1yr .r2y1 e 1 ip .
ry1f t q ig t s log q c r q g q t .  .  .r r r y 1 ! t 2 .
N z r y k . k Nq1r2q 9 it q O t , 20 .  .  . k!ks0
where the prime attached to the summation symbol means that the
summand with k s r y 1 is to be deleted and properly replaced in order
by the indicated initial term containing t ry1.
The development
` z r y k . kit 21 .  . k!ks0
< <even converges for t - 2p . In fact, we use the functional equation of the
zeta function and Stirling's formula, together with the obvious estimate
 .z s ; 1 as s ª q`, to find the estimate as k ª q`:
1z r y k sin p r y k .  .2 ryk yr; 2p k . 22 .  .
k! p
w . ryk yr x1r kBecause 2p k ; 1r2p , the estimate for the radius of conver-
gence is a consequence of the root test. Of course, the original Fourier
 .  .  .series representations 1 show that f t and g t have period 2p .r r
We may continue in this line to show that the convergent series
 .  .  .  .expansions 19 and 20 actually sum to f t and g t , respectively, forr r
 .  .0 F t F 2p . We may of course treat f t q ig t , and then we make ther r
same combination of the integrands. The combined integrand can be
transformed by the functional equation of the Riemann zeta function:
yst ryr p i st G s e s 2p .  . /2p
1 p i sr2G 1 y s y r sin p s q r e .  . .2
= z 1 y s y r , .
G 1 y s sin p s .
23 .
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1where s s yN y q iT , y` - T - `. By Stirling's formula,2
G 1 y s y r . yryr 1; ys ; N q y iT . 24 .  . .2G 1 y s .
w x  .With standard estimates 1 for the other factors on the right of 23 , the
 .  .remainder integrals in 19 and 20 can be majorized by
 .Nq1r2 1yrC tr2p N , where the constant C is independent of N. There-
 .  .fore, the asymptotic developments 19 and 20 can be replaced by
convergent series expansions. For non-integral r ) 1,
` z r y k . kry1 yp i rr2f t q ig t s it G 1 y r e q it . 25 .  .  .  .  .r r k!ks0
For integral r ) 1,
ry1 ip 1yr .r2y1 e 1 ip .
ry1f t q ig t s log q c r q g q t .  .  .r r r y 1 ! t 2 .
` z r y k . kq it . 26 .  . k!ks0
Both of these equations are valid for 0 F t F 2p .
 .  .These convergent series show that f t q ig t , originally presented asr r
a Fourier series, consists of a ``regular'' part represented by a power series
< < ry1 convergent for t - 2p and a ``singular'' part proportional to t if r is
. ry1  .not integral and to t log t if r is integral . The singular parts cannot be
continued across the origin to the negative real axis.
4. EXAMPLES
EXAMPLE 1. Take r s 3. Then the t 2-term is exceptional. We use the
 . 2  .  .known values z 2 s p r6, z 0 s y1r2, and c 3 q g s 3r2 to find
that, for 0 F t F 2p ,
2 2ip t 1 3 ip
f t q ig t s z 3 q t y log q q .  .  .3 3 6 2 t 2 2
j`i y1 z 3 y 2 j .  .
3 2 jq t q t . 27 .12 2 j ! .js2
Of course, the values of the z-function can be expressed in terms of the
 .  .Bernoulli numbers as z 3 y 2 j s yB r 2 j y 2 .2 jy2
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 .Note that g t is, for 0 F t F 2p , a polynomial of degree 3 in t, an3
expression well known as an elementary example of a Fourier series
 .expansion. In general, g t will be for small t a polynomial in t of degree rr
whenever r is an odd integer.
EXAMPLE 2. Take r s 4. Then the t 3-term is exceptional. We use the
 . 4  .additional known values z 4 s p r90 and c 4 q g s 11r6 to find that,
for 0 F t F 2p ,
4 2p p i 1 11 ip
2 3f t q ig t s q iz 3 t y t y t log q q .  .  .4 4 90 12 6 t 6 2
j`1 y1 z 5 y 2 j .  .
4 2 jy1y t y i t . 28 .48 2 j y 1 ! .js3
Again, the values of the z-function can be expressed in terms of the
 .  .Bernoulli numbers: z 5 y 2 j s yB r 2 j y 4 .2 jy4
 .Note that f t is, for 0 F t F 2p , a polynomial of degree 4 in t, an4
expression also well known as an elementary example of a Fourier series
 .expansion. In general, f t will be for small t a polynomial in t of degree rr
whenever r is an even integer.
 .  .  .  .In general, the polynomials f t r even and g t r odd are simplyr r
 . w xrelated to the Bernoulli polynomials B tr2p through 1, 23.1.17, 18 .r
The expansions for a particular non-integral r are easily written out. On
w xthe basis of advances reported by Odlyzko 8 , the numerical evaluation of
the Riemann zeta function at particular values of its argument may now be
1  .  .considered a routine calculation. In using 19 and 20 for a selected r,
 .the values of z r y k need be tabulated once and for all and, typically,
then called repeatedly.
5. AN ALTERNATE DERIVATION
2  .  .We sketch an alternative derivation of 25 and 26 using the Lerch
 .transcendent F z, s, ¨ defined by
` nz
F z , s, ¨ s . 29 .  . s¨ q n .ns0
1 For example, programs such as MATHEMATICA are available for personal computers
 .to compute the value of z s for any s to any precision.
2 Suggested by the referee.
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In terms of Lerch's transcendent,
` inte
i t i tf t q ig t s s e F e , r , 1 . 30 .  .  .  . rr r n q 1 .ns0
 i t . w  .  .xSubstitute for F e , r, 1 the power series expansions from 5, 1.11 8 , 9 .
 i t.These expansions proceed in powers of log e s it and are convergent for
< <t - 2p . Carrying through the calculations leads, if r ) 1 is not an integer,
to
` z r y k .1 kry1 . < <ip 1yr sgn t2 < <f t q ig t s G 1 y r e t q it , 31 .  .  .  .  .r r k!ks0
and, if r ) 1 is not an integer, to
ry1it .
1< < < <f t q ig t s c r q g y log t q ip sgn t .  .  .r r 2r y 1 ! .
` z r y k . kq it . 32 .  . k!ks0
6. HISTORICAL NOTE
Cases of the formulas derived in this paper have appeared previously in
3 w x ` n sthe literature. Truesdell 9 studies the sum  x rn and obtains for itns1
 .an expression similar to 19 when s is not an integer if x is replaced by it.
w xTruesdell also refers to Lindelof 7, pp. 139]140 .È
w xThe special case r s 3r2 was considered in 2, 9.1 , where the expansion
was used in the numerical evaluation of the solution of a waveguide
 .problem. It was pointed out there that the expansion 31 remains valid for
< <0 - r - 1 and real t with 0 - t - 2p . Thus for 0 - r - 1 there are
1 ry1 .  .  .  .  .  .estimates f t s G 1 y r sin p r t q O 1 and g t s G 1 y rr r2
1 ry1 .  . wcos p r t q O 1 , concordant with a result of Zygmund 11, Chap. II,2
xSect. 13 .
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